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The Opportunity 

 For the first time in this nation’s history there are ample 
federal resources and ample evidence to address the 
needs of our most challenged secondary schools. 

 

 AASA and TDS, two respected national leaders, are 
coming together to provide a platform to take on a 
cohort of these schools with evidence-based support and 
will share lessons learned through a Networked 
Improvement Community with the broader group of 
district leaders that faces similar challenges. 
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AASA and TDS are joining forces to: 

1. Create a “networked improvement community” (NIC) focused on 

evidence-based school transformation for the 5% most 

challenged secondary schools in the ESSA era. 

2. Provide a series of three webinars in the fall semester of 2018 

3. Hold a preconference at the AASA National Conference on 

Education in LA on February 13 

4. Issue an RFP at that preconference for 15-20 districts that best 

meet the requirements.  

5. Extend the community of practice to any Precon participants that 

want to participate virtually after the final participants have 

been named.              
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What is a Networked Improvement Community 
(NIC -  Bryk, Gomez & Grunow, 2011) 

 
 1. Developing a theory of practice improvement 

 Understanding the problem 

 Understanding the drivers 

 Understanding the key leverage points for change 

 

2. Learning and using improvement research methods 

 Highly iterative and constantly course correcting and 

continuously learning. 

  PDSA  

 Evaluation and ongoing feedback loops from Dr. Balfanz of 

JHU 
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NIC (con.) 
3. Building a measurement and analytic infrastructure 

 Quarterly reports on ABCs/prevention, recovery and total on-track 

 Annual reports on ABCs plus standardized test scores and graduation/promotion 
rates. 

 Need access to district data 

 Administer climate surveys 

 Develop a shared School Transformation Plan (STP) based on key levers of change. 

4. Leadership, Organization and Operation  

 Initiation team – TDS/AASA 

 Virtual “networked” community serves as early adopters and next cohorts 

5. Culture, Norms & Identity 

  -AASA/TDS NIC 

  - Core first cohort 

  - regular meetings of work-alikes and summer conference for four years 

  - collaterals, branding, expanding over time. 
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What are the requirements of ESSA 

 What does ESSA say about our 5% lowest performing 

 What are comprehensive assessments 

 Study student data and trends 

 Climate Surveys 

 Study structure 

 Study adult behavior and capacities 

 History of reform strategies 

 Compare evidence based practice and options to assessed need 

 What does evidence-based practice mean? 

 What sort of resources will be provided by the feds for this 
work? 
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Unprecedented Opportunity 

 We know more about what works in our most challenged 
educational environments than ever before 

 We have 10 years of evidence behind us with SIG, Race to 
the Top, i3, etc. 

 We have wisely used that experience to craft ESSA 
legislation that concentrates these lessons on the most 
challenged schools 

 Finally, we a recurring federal revenue stream with ESSA that 
makes 7% of Title I available year after year  

 This amounts to more than any of the Obama SIG rounds 
(except the initial stimulus package).  About $1 billion a 
year! 
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Lessons Learned about Substantive Reform?  

 Organize adults and the school structure for success 

 Support all students’ success at the center of school’s 
mission/actions 

 Improve teaching and learning and a system for doing so 

 Integrate student support services against the most predictive 
indicators (ABC’s) of high school graduation 

 Provide universal access to post-secondary pathways, 
partners and preparatory experiences  

 Use a planning and training year 

 Use an evidence-based partner fully dedicated to 
supporting the effort over time. 
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Four Levers of Change 

1. Small Learning Communities 

2. Acceleration Curricula and Embedded PD/Coaching 

3. Three Tiered Intervention of Support Against the ABC’s 

4. Pathways to Post-Secondary Success 
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Not a Typical RFP 

 This RFP’s value is in the ecology of evidence-based supports 
we will provide to keep a common approach with local 
nuance on track for four years. 

 We will not offer money but will provide a powerful 
framework that helps you to access the ESSA/Title I money 
that has been made available for this effort and the supports 
we will provide over the four-year period. 

 We will formally issue the RFP at the Precon in February in 
LA 

 We will select 15 – 20 districts that are willing to work with 
1-5 schools (at least one high school and its feeder middle 
schools). 
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Review the Evidence-Based Levers 

 Small learning communities 

 Acceleration curriculum and embedded non-evaluative 
coaching 

 Early Warning System with tiered intervention student 
supports as well as tracking of Attendance, Behavior 
and Core Courses (the ABC’s) 

 Pathways to post-secondary success  

 College 

 Career 
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Webinar Series Purpose 

 This series has served to bind us in a common understanding 
of the challenge and the opportunity we face 

 You are not alone! 

 US schools based on industrial model that must change 

 Chance to get the most out of ESSA! 

 Focusing on the key levers that must be pulled to make the 
desired change 

 Hopefully we have created a demand for this partnership 
and an interest in learning more about it at the NCE Precon 
on February 13 in Los Angeles. 
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AASA/TDS Precon Approach 

 Leadership Team 

 Mort Sherman and AASA Team Members 

 Charles Hiteshew and Dr. Robert Balfanz of TDS 

 Presenters 

Those above 

Dr. Lillian Lowery and Jean-Claude Brizard of TDS Board 

will support 
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RFP Description 

 15-20 districts 

 1-5 schools each 

 At least 1 must be a high school and ideally its feeder 
middle(s) 

 We are officially releasing the RFP today 

 Open through March 30 

 Decisions made by April 30 

 Contracts executed by May 30 

 Summer Kick-Off Conference for a planning, training and 
capacity-building year 
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RFP Elements 
1. TDS/District co-selected TOSA (Teacher on Special 

Assignment ) to serve as STF (School Transformation 
Facilitator) at each participating school). 

2. Small Learning Communities – interdisciplinary teacher team 
sharing ~100 students all year with common planning time 

3. Acceleration curriculum in math and ELA for students that 
are 2-3 years behind and extra help lab for those that are 
more than 3 years behind 

4. Block schedule to allow acceleration courses in the fall and 
on-grade level in the spring for those that are behind. 

5. Life Skills (“skinny”) for middle grades and freshmen 

6. A plan to integrate student support providers (tutors for tier 
II support and at least one case manager for tier III 
supports) 
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RFP Elements (con.) 

7. Fully dedicated Math and ELA coach at each school 

8. EWS with weekly access to ABCs (attendance, behavior and 

math and ELA course grades) 

9. 9th Grade Success Academy with Career pathways or 

academies in 10-12 grades and industry mentors, site visits 

and paid summer internships between 11 and 12th grades 

10. Planning year starting in the summer of 2019 

11. Regular meetings of district leaders every summer; 

principals twice a year and STFs and coaches twice a year. 

12. All totaling $150K per planning year and up to $300K per 

school per year for the three implementation years.   
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